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Postal 
Sector 

Valuation Band 
Range 

Intervening bands Dwellings value Tenure status 

      

Total no social 
housing 

dwellings 
EUV-SH Values Market Values 

% 
occupied 
dwellings 

%    
vacant 

dwellings 

        Total Average Total Average     

NR1 & NR7 <£50,000 - £159,999 <£50,000 1,852  £   78,766,244  £ 42,530   £ 207,279,590   £ 111,922  99.62% 0.38% 

    £50,000 - £59,999 1,128  £   63,862,139  £ 56,615   £ 168,058,260   £ 148,988  99.56% 0.44% 

    £60,000 - £69,999 445  £   27,643,062  £ 62,119   £   72,744,900   £ 163,472  99.55% 0.45% 

    £70,000 - £159,999 16  £     1,585,204  £ 99,075   £     4,171,590   £ 260,724  100.00% 0.00% 

NR2 & NR4 <£50,000 - £159,999 <£50,000 2,217  £   97,528,246  £ 43,991   £ 256,653,280   £ 115,766  99.59% 0.41% 

    £50,000 - £59,999 849  £   45,974,912  £ 54,152   £ 120,986,610   £ 142,505  99.76% 0.24% 

    £60,000 - £69,999 356  £   23,430,067  £ 65,815   £   61,658,070   £ 173,197  99.72% 0.28% 

    £70,000 - £159,999 332  £   26,180,621  £ 78,857   £   68,896,370   £ 207,519  100.00% 0.00% 

NR3 <£50,000 - £159,999 <£50,000 2,527  £ 100,836,249  £ 39,904   £ 265,358,550   £ 105,009  99.64% 0.36% 

    £50,000 - £59,999 1,548  £   87,697,285  £56,652   £ 230,782,330   £ 149,084  99.74% 0.26% 

    £60,000 - £69,999 339  £   21,354,339   £62,992   £   56,195,630   £ 165,769  100.00% 0.00% 

    £70,000 - £159,999 18  £    1,433,067  £ 79,615   £     3,771,230   £ 209,513  100.00% 0.00% 

NR5 & NR6 <£50,000 - £79,999 <£50,000 1,088  £    4,258,627  £ 40,679   £ 116,470,070   £ 107,050  99.72% 0.28% 

    £50,000 - £59,999 1,620  £  90,906,176  £ 56,115   £ 239,226,780   £ 147,671  99.81% 0.19% 

    £60,000 - £69,999 453  £  29,605,906   £ 65,355   £   77,910,280   £ 171,987  100.00% 0.00% 

    £60,000 - £79,999 18  £    1,301,698   £ 72,317   £     3,425,520   £ 190,307  100.00% 0.00% 
 

Definition of Values 
 

Existing Use Value – Social Housing (EUV-SH) is the estimated amount for which a property should exchange, on the date of valuation, between a willing buyer and a willing 

seller, in an arm’s-length transaction, after proper marketing wherein the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without comparison, subject to the following further 
assumptions that:  
 

 The property will continue to be let by a body and used for social housing.  

 At the valuation date, any regulatory body, in applying its criteria for approval, would not unreasonably fetter the vendor’s ability to dispose of the property to organisations 
intending to manage their housing stock in accordance with that regulatory body’s requirements.  

 Properties temporarily vacant pending re-letting should be valued, if there is a letting demand, on the basis that the prospective purchaser intends to re-let them, rather 
than with vacant possession.  

 Any subsequent sale would be subject to all of the above assumptions. 
 

Market Value is the estimated amount for which an asset or liability should exchange on the valuation date between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length 

transaction after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion. 
The publication of these values under the transparency agenda does not imply that the Council is intending to dispose of the properties held in the Housing Revenue Account. 


